
Know more on the go

It’s never been easier to use your pharmacy benefits — 
whenever, wherever

When it comes to your health care, we look for ways to give 
you more value, convenience and control. That’s why we’re  
so excited to feature an app that puts decision-making tools 
where you need them: in the palm of your hand.

A smart app for a busy life

Using your smartphone and other mobile devices, you can: 

}} Find an in-network pharmacy near you with Locate a 
Pharmacy or switch to home delivery.

}} Browse your medication history and compare the prices of 
medicines to find ones that cost less with My Rx Choices.

}} Get reminders to take your prescription the way your doctor 
and pharmacist want you to using Pharmacy Care Alerts.

}} Check on an order status, order a refill or repeat a past order 
in seconds with Order Status and Worry-Free Fills®.

}} Get drug interaction warnings about prescriptions and  
over-the-counter medicines, vitamins and supplements that 
may be harmful when taken together using Medicine Cabinet.

}} Research a drug’s potential side effects and other important 
details with Drug Information.

Questions?
Please call the Customer Service number on your ID card.

Android 

Pharmacy tools on BCBSGa’s 
mobile app 

How do you get it? 

To access our pharmacy tools, you need to be registered on 
bcbsga.com. Then: 

 Download the BCBSGa app from Google Play (Android) or 
the Apple Store (iOS).  

 Choose the Prescription Benef tsi  button on the 
app’s homepage.  

 You’ll be prompted to download the Express Scripts app..  

Once you have both apps on your device, you’ll be able  
to get your pharmacy information directly from the 
Prescription Benef tsi  button on the BCBSGa app. 
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Scan the QR code to access the app 

iOS 


